
on the plasticity of neurodevelopmentalon the plasticity of neurodevelopmental

disorder.disorder.

Klin and others suggest that there areKlin and others suggest that there are

cognitive deficits in assigning salience,cognitive deficits in assigning salience,

which leave a person ill-equipped to setwhich leave a person ill-equipped to set

priorities and learn from experience. Thispriorities and learn from experience. This

has a significant bearing on any educationalhas a significant bearing on any educational

or therapeutic interventions.or therapeutic interventions.

The overarching cognitive theories areThe overarching cognitive theories are

discussed in terms of experimental para-discussed in terms of experimental para-

digms in an attempt to establish whetherdigms in an attempt to establish whether

there may be a ‘cognitive style’ unique tothere may be a ‘cognitive style’ unique to

autism. The fact of ‘weak coherence’ (Frith),autism. The fact of ‘weak coherence’ (Frith),

seemingly at odds with the ‘empathizing–seemingly at odds with the ‘empathizing–

systemizing’ theory (Baron-Cohen), empha-systemizing’ theory (Baron-Cohen), empha-

sises the need for more studies on thesises the need for more studies on the

neurobiological hard-wiring underpinningneurobiological hard-wiring underpinning

deficits.deficits.

The importance of the five inter-The importance of the five inter-

connected systems constituting the ‘socialconnected systems constituting the ‘social

brain’, and the identification of fusiformbrain’, and the identification of fusiform

face area as a possible ‘neurofunctionalface area as a possible ‘neurofunctional

marker’ are exciting. They need to bemarker’ are exciting. They need to be

balanced against the study of the amygdalabalanced against the study of the amygdala

which cautions that structural abnormal-which cautions that structural abnormal-

ities may not always be reflected inities may not always be reflected in

physiological dysfunction. The use of non-physiological dysfunction. The use of non-

verbal paradigms such as movement dis-verbal paradigms such as movement dis-

orders and crossovers from non-autisticorders and crossovers from non-autistic

populations illustrate the many ways ofpopulations illustrate the many ways of

skinning the neurobiological cat.skinning the neurobiological cat.

For me, this book has been as much anFor me, this book has been as much an

exploration of the mind of the researchersexploration of the mind of the researchers

as of people with autism. It will probablyas of people with autism. It will probably

age with grace in an electronic world andage with grace in an electronic world and

be of interest to clinicians and specialists inbe of interest to clinicians and specialists in

autism, given the range of disciplinesautism, given the range of disciplines

represented, the international tenor andrepresented, the international tenor and

the evolving nature of the issues themselves.the evolving nature of the issues themselves.

The glossary of acronyms at the end of eachThe glossary of acronyms at the end of each

chapter was the only minor distraction inchapter was the only minor distraction in

an interesting and instructive read.an interesting and instructive read.
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of Learning Disabilities and Child Psychiatry,of Learning Disabilities and Child Psychiatry,
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This brief edited book forms part of theThis brief edited book forms part of the

‘Review of Psychiatry’ series edited by‘Review of Psychiatry’ series edited by

John M. Oldham and Michelle B. Riba.John M. Oldham and Michelle B. Riba.

There are five chapters in total:There are five chapters in total:

cognitive–behavioural therapy (CBT) forcognitive–behavioural therapy (CBT) for

schizophrenia, CBT for bipolar disorder,schizophrenia, CBT for bipolar disorder,

computer-assisted CBT, CBT for patientscomputer-assisted CBT, CBT for patients

with physical illness and CBT for childrenwith physical illness and CBT for children

and adolescents. Each chapter is writtenand adolescents. Each chapter is written

clearly, with a range of clinical examples,clearly, with a range of clinical examples,

tables and diagrams that bring the subjecttables and diagrams that bring the subject

matter to life. The everyday practice ofmatter to life. The everyday practice of

CBT is clearly in the mind of the authors, asCBT is clearly in the mind of the authors, as

is the importance of evaluating the evidenceis the importance of evaluating the evidence

base. Each of the areas covered has shownbase. Each of the areas covered has shown

an enormous rise in both research andan enormous rise in both research and

practice over the past decade, and they holdpractice over the past decade, and they hold

great potential for the future. Therefore,great potential for the future. Therefore,

reviews of this kind are extremely timelyreviews of this kind are extremely timely

and relevant. Be warned, however, that theand relevant. Be warned, however, that the

book does not stand alone as a referencebook does not stand alone as a reference

because of its limited breadth. For example,because of its limited breadth. For example,

at the front there is an overview of theat the front there is an overview of the

chapters within the book but there is nochapters within the book but there is no

introductory chapter on CBT to set theintroductory chapter on CBT to set the

groundwork of its principles and practicegroundwork of its principles and practice

across a wide range of presenting problems.across a wide range of presenting problems.

The limited coverage also makes the title ofThe limited coverage also makes the title of

the book slightly misleading and its costthe book slightly misleading and its cost

slightly too high. Nevertheless, I wouldslightly too high. Nevertheless, I would

recommend that health practitioners in-recommend that health practitioners in-

volved in these emerging areas read thevolved in these emerging areas read the

well-researched, accessible chapters in thiswell-researched, accessible chapters in this

book now while they still represent thebook now while they still represent the

cutting edge of contemporary CBT.cutting edge of contemporary CBT.
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This book presents a wide range of materialThis book presents a wide range of material

on the mental health of older people from aon the mental health of older people from a

psychodynamic perspective. It providespsychodynamic perspective. It provides

information about the lives and theoriesinformation about the lives and theories

of major psychoanalytic and psychodynamicof major psychoanalytic and psychodynamic

thinkers and considers the application ofthinkers and considers the application of

their ideas to the understanding of later life.their ideas to the understanding of later life.

Psychodynamics is discussed in relation toPsychodynamics is discussed in relation to

work with patients as well as in relation towork with patients as well as in relation to

staff. Many apposite case illustrations arestaff. Many apposite case illustrations are

included. The book contains chapters aboutincluded. The book contains chapters about

a range of methods of working psycho-a range of methods of working psycho-

therapeutically with people with andtherapeutically with people with and

without dementia, including not onlywithout dementia, including not only

one-to-one, family and group talking thera-one-to-one, family and group talking thera-

pies but also expressive approaches usingpies but also expressive approaches using

other media for communication.other media for communication.

The amazing breadth of this book mayThe amazing breadth of this book may

be seen as both its strength and itsbe seen as both its strength and its

weakness. On the one hand it provides aweakness. On the one hand it provides a

stimulating cocktail, but on the other thisstimulating cocktail, but on the other this

detracts from a clear focus. Those whodetracts from a clear focus. Those who

might buy the book for its subtitle could bemight buy the book for its subtitle could be

disappointed to find that this is not a guidedisappointed to find that this is not a guide

on ‘how to do’ psychotherapy: although theon ‘how to do’ psychotherapy: although the

excellent chapter on brief therapy doesexcellent chapter on brief therapy does

provide some nitty-gritty advice and thoseprovide some nitty-gritty advice and those
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